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The Problem
The Information Age is in full swing, and amidst all the growth and

opportunity, millions of students around the world are being left behind

and forgotten. Unable to access the level of education that is

necessary in our modern world, many of these students don't have

access to computer science education. An estimated 25% of students

in USA report having no access to any computer science class or

club at school. The numbers only get worse in other countries around

the world where education is still not accessible to all students.

Irrespective of background, the ability to learn to code and develop

programming as a skill is crucial for these students to succeed in our

rapidly evolving world. It is crucial that we foster aspiring students

in computer science to improve lives on a global scale.

The Solution
At Project: Empower, we are part of the solution. Our vision is to

solve problems in underprivileged communities through code. As

part of this, we are hosting a Hackathon in mid August to provide a

unique opportunity 



for students to collaborate and work with like-minded individuals

to bring their ideas to light. The hackathon will start during the kick-

off meeting, and the students will be given the prompts and resources

they will need to work on their projects. The attendees will then be

guided and mentored as they work through the process of developing

a software application to achieve the goal of solving a problem they

see in the world around them. While many attendees will start off the

hackathon with little to no experience, they will learn and build upon

each other's strengths to create working results that put them on the

path to success. At the end of the working period, the panel of judges

will choose the best projects for various different prizes ranging from

most unique to most impactful. These prizes will then be distributed at

the closing cermony, which will include fun closing activities as well as

speeches from the sponsors and organizers. This event is set to be our

biggest live event yet, and you can help make it a fun and enjoyable

learning experience for all attendees.



Your Support
By sponsoring this Empower Hacks, you will be providing crucial funding

for the overall success of this event. Estimated to bring in over 300

students globally, we need your support to make this an enjoyable

hackathon for all attendees. The most popular form of support is

through financial sponsorships, and we offer multiple tiers with

awesome perks. Through your sponsorship, attendees will receive

better support, prizes, and opportunities post-hackathon. It provides a

prime opportunity for you to support the programmers of tomorrow

and advertise your own organization at the same time.
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For all inquiries, please email us at (contact@projectempower.io)


